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Analyze the orbital conditions 

of  a planetary disk which 
interacts gravitationally with a 
passing star in a stellar cluster. 
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Introduction



!
Most stars are formed in stellar clusters (Carpenter 2000; 

Lada & Lada 2003),  which are environments where stellar 
density reaches 1M⊙/pc3 to 104M⊙/pc3. The planetary 

disks around stars in stellar clusters are affected by 
gravitational interactions along their passage through these 

stellar regions. 
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!
Most stars are formed in stellar clusters (Carpenter 2000; 

Lada & Lada 2003),  which are environments where stellar 
density reaches 1M⊙/pc3 to 104M⊙/pc3. The planetary 

disks around stars in stellar clusters are affected by 
gravitational interactions along their passage through these 

stellar regions. 

!
The mass distribution of the stars in these environments 
decrease with the radii  => from the most massive star in 
the inner region to the very low mass stars in the outer 
region according with the IMF of the stellar clusters 

(Kroupa 2001, Sabbi et al. 2008, Silva-Villa et al. 2007, 
Oey 2011, Bonnell 2001, …). .
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formation... 
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The dynamic interaction between these stars (during 
the lifetime of the cluster) can affect the stability and 

the orbital motion of the planetary system in 
formation... 



 Log-log diagram of density vs. velocity dispersion in different Galactic environments, 
marked with an elliptical region that approximates typical values from literature. Straight 

lines represent the number of encounters, given a density and velocity dispersion for a total 
integration time Te of 5 Gyr (for all environments). All environments included have existed 
for the integration times we employed approximately (the most of them even more), except 
for young clusters (they live bounded about 10^8 years), however, this environment is so 
rarified that the number of encounters is almost the same in the total integration time Te 

employed. 

Encounter Rate

Jimenez-Torres et al. 2013
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!

The code simulates the gravitational interaction between a planetary system 

characterized by a cold disk of test particles (representing planets, comets, etc… of 

the planetary system) in a Keplerian potential and a hyperbolic orbit of the flyby 

star.   

This allows us to move from a three-body problem to a restricted three-body 

problem. 

In general, the SEC solves the equations of motion in the non-inertial reference 

system of the central star, providing the required orbital parameters. 

The code calculates the main orbital characteristics: eccentricity, major and minor 

semi-axes, perihelion, aphelion, and orbital inclinations of the test particle. 



In Fig. 1, we show the schematics of the relevant parameters used on 
the code of a stellar encounter. The dark disk at the centre of the 

system represents the planetary disk the grey sphere represents the 
radius of the minimum distance of the flyby and the bright disk is 
tangent to the sphere at the point of minimum distance. The flyby 
attack angles are: φ, the azimuthal angle with respect to the disk, it 

goes from 0◦ to 360◦; θ, the polar angle with respect to the disk, goes 
from −90◦ to 90◦; and α, the angle between the flyby plane orbit and 

the symmetry axis of the planetary disc, it goes from 0◦ to 360◦. 



Fig.1 Geometry of
encounter

In Fig. 1, we show the schematics of the relevant parameters used on 
the code of a stellar encounter. The dark disk at the centre of the 

system represents the planetary disk the grey sphere represents the 
radius of the minimum distance of the flyby and the bright disk is 
tangent to the sphere at the point of minimum distance. The flyby 
attack angles are: φ, the azimuthal angle with respect to the disk, it 

goes from 0◦ to 360◦; θ, the polar angle with respect to the disk, goes 
from −90◦ to 90◦; and α, the angle between the flyby plane orbit and 

the symmetry axis of the planetary disc, it goes from 0◦ to 360◦. 
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Code parameters 



!
Disk 

"Rmin (AU)="  0.1d0(LMS), 0.5d0(VLMS) ,           
"Rmax (AU)=" 100,150.0d0(LMS), 70.0d0(VLMS)     

!
Test particles 

"Norb="50      
  "Nph=" 50 

!
Interaction time 
"t1 (year)=" 0.d0                     

"t2 (year)=" 10000.d0 
!

Maximum approach        
     "b or rp (0/1)=" 1                                                                     

"b or rp value(AU)=" 100.1d0, 200.1d0, 300.1d0, 500.1d0, 
1000.1d0     

!
  Velocity dispersion (flyby). 

"v_inf (km/s)=" 8.0d0(GC), 3.0d0(OC)            
       

 Interaction angle (Fig.1). 
"theta_rimp (deg)=" 45.d0              

"alpha_rimp (deg)=" 45.0d0 
"phi_rimp (deg)=" 0.d0 

!
!

 Flyby star. 
"Mass of flyby star (Msun)=" 0.5d0(VLMS),2d0(LMS)        

!
    Host star. 

 "Mass of host star (Msun)=" 0.5(VLMS), 1d0(LMS)           

!
Code parameters 
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!

The creation and evolution of the 
Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud 
remains a mystery today, but 
models indicate that stellar 

encounters in the early stages of 
the evolution of the planetary disk, 

interaction of the planetesimals 
with the giant planets and the 

galactic tide were an important 
keys in his development.  



The collisional family of Haumea (in green),  
other classical KBO (blue), Plutinos and 

other resonant objects (red) and SDO (grey). 
Radius is semi-major axis, angle orbital 

inclination.

Diagram showing the distribution of objects 
in the outer Solar system in the semi-major 

axis vs. eccentricity plane. The orbit of 
Neptune is marked by a vertical dotted line. 
Objects in blue are resonant with Neptune. 

The most densely populated cluster of blues 
shows the 3:2 resonant objects which 

include Pluto. David Jewitt 2010

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cubewano
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plutino
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resonant_Trans-Neptunian_Object
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scattered_disk
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H0.5M⦿ vs F0.5M⦿  
H0.075M⦿ vs F0.5M⦿

H1M⦿ vs F2M⦿  
H2M⦿ vs F2M⦿

Comparison of disk structure for 
different stellar encounters

Interaction of low mass stars => formation 
of envelope structure Oort cloud, for the 

outer part of the disk (<30AU). 
 

Interaction of very low mass stars => 
truncation of the disks ~10 AU => outer 

disk similar structure of Kuiper Belt.





!
• Particles in the inner disk (<10AU) doesn’t change in 

their orbital parameters => Planets in this region can 
survive to a dramatic encounter with a passing 

star. 
!

• A close encounter => eject particles in the periphery 
of the disk => posible effect to reproduce the orbital 

parameters of the free floating planets.   
!

• Interaction of low mass stars => formation of 
envelope structure Oort cloud, for the outer part of 

the disk (<30AU). Interaction of very low mass 
stars => truncation of the disks ~10 AU => outer 

disk (fluffy) similar structure of Kuiper Belt. 
!

• The effect of the stellar encounters in environments 
like open and globular clusters can reproduce the 

orbital parameters of the Kuiper Belt and Oort cloud 
objects => The formation of the similar structures 

in different planetary systems.  
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